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English aptitude test sample questions and answers

Q: Which company has the highest annual profit per employee? Answer: This question is pretty simple, just share the profits of each company by the number of employees of each company. You find the right answer is A. Question 2 (logical) Q: Which illustration completes the sequence? Answer: From
left to right, the circle moves clockwise around the box each time. This pattern continues in the next line. Each row and column also contains each variation of the three different shaded circles. Therefore, the correct answer is: Question 3 (verbal) Q: Financial incentives did not play a role in the
development of the weapon. After the passage, this statement is: True, false or can not say? Answer: The passage does not mention any financial incentives or economic gain, so we cannot see from information in the passage alone. So the right answer is Cannot Say. Question 4 (spatial) Q: Which net
can be folded to form the given shape? Answer: This question requires some mental gymnastics, with the right answer is option C. Clearly, going through a few questions will not make much progress in expanding your fitness ability. A further practice is therefore necessary. If you want further practice,
follow the button below and take a look at our various qualifying test packages with over 1000 questions. Aptitude Test Packages Get 25% discount on all test packages. Welcome to our free aptitude test practical questions. Here are a few aptitude test questions to give you an understanding of what real
aptitude tests will look like. The only way to tackle these kinds of tests and become good in them is to practice, so make the most of these free questions and use our explanations to help you improve your performance. Q1) Which of the suggested answers completes the sequence? A, B, C, D Answer
There are always 2 blue squares, 2 orange circles and 1 naval triangle. Correct answer; C Q2) Which of the suggested answers best matches the relationship between the shapes in the image? A, B, C, D Answer The arrow changes direction and the shape on the right has 1 more than its counterpart on
the left. Correct answer; D Q3) What is the odd shape? A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H Answer This question prompts you to identify a rule that applies to all but one form. Things to consider include what shapes are present, how many shapes are present, relative position, color. In this example, there are 2
consistent rules, with the largest shape consistently having the same color and the shape closest to the bottom of each square being orange. There is only one square to which the latter rule does not apply. Correct answer; C Q4) Which comes next in the sequence? A, B, C, D, E Answer This question is
a bit more difficult because it asks you to notice that there are two patterns that appear simultaneously with changing dominoes. If one looks at the 1st, 3rd and 5th dominoes, the pattern becomes more obvious; the upper number is decreased by 1 and the lower number decreases increase by 1. Now
look at the 2nd and 4th dominoes, there is a similar progression with increasing and decreasing points. Correct answer; A Join today One-time payment. No Recurring Fees A test package 1 month access 1 test package of your choice Dashboard Performance Tracking Complete solutions and
explanations tips, Tricks, Instructions and Resources Upgrade Now 30-Day Money Back Guarantee All Test Packages 12 Months Access 45 Numerical Reasoning Tests 45 Verbal Reasoning Tests 30 Charts Argumentation Tests 30 Situation Assessment Tests 25 Publisher Packages z.B. SHL 180
Employer Packages z.B. HSBC + 11 Extra Packages including : Abstract, Inductive, Mechanical, Personality and more Dashboard Performance Tracking Full Solutions and Explanations , Tricks, Guides and Resources Upgrade Now 30-Day Money Back Guarantee SSL Secure Payment An aptitude test
is a systematic means to test the skills of a job candidate to perform certain tasks and respond to a number of different situations. The tests each have a standardized method of management and evaluation. The results are quantified and compared with all other test results. No prior knowledge is required
as the tests measure the innate ability of a particular competence. Aptitude tests are usually carried out online – usually after an applicant's initial application – and are used to filter unsuitable applicants out of the selection process without the need for time-consuming one-on-one interviews. Employers
use aptitude tests from a variety of providers – such as SHL, Talent Q, and Cubiks – in addition to general interview advice, application forms, assessment centers, academic outcomes, and other selection methods. No test is perfect, but all aim to give an indication of how candidates will respond to the
challenges they will face in their daily role in a company. The tests can be performed online or in a test center, e.B. in a company's offices, where they are usually based on paper. Often, a company can ask you to complete both types of tests to confirm that you did not cheat during the first unattended
online test. Watch jobTestPreps video on why you should prepare for a psychometric test. What are the different types of aptitude tests? These are the most common types of aptitude tests you'll encounter:Numerical Reasoning TestsNumerical reasoning tests evaluate your ability to interpret data and
make basic maths, including fractions, percentages, and currency conversion. Take Free TestLearn more about numerical reasoning testsVerbal reasoningTestVerbal reasoning tests evaluate Ability to understand text passages and make accurate prints. Take free TestLearn more about verbal reasoning
testsIn-tray exercisesIn-tray exercises provide a simulation of an email inbox where you need to respond to an imaginary scenario. Often follows an interview or presentation in an assessment center. More information about exercises in the tray exerciseDiagramme Tests Tests Measurement
Measurement logical reasoning ability, usually under strict time conditions. Typically, you must derive a set of rules from a flowchart or similar chart, and then apply those rules to a new situation. Take Free TestLearn more about diagram-driven testsSituational Judgement TestsSituational judgement tests
are psychological tests that evaluate your judgment in solving work-based problems. Take Free TestLearn more about Situational Judgement TestsInductive Reasoning TestsInductive Reasoning Tests designed to examine a candidate's abstract reasoning ability. They identify how well a candidate can
see the underlying logic in patterns rather than words or numbers. Take free testLearn more about inductive reasoning testsCognitive skill testsCognitive skill tests measure intelligence through logic, reasoning and problem-solving exercises. Learn more about cognitive skill testsMechanical reasoning
testsMechanical reasoning tests evaluate your ability to apply mechanical or technical principles to problems; they are often used for technical roles. Take Free TestLearn more about mechanical reasoning testsWatson Glaser tests are often used by law firms to evaluate a candidate's ability to critically
consider arguments. There are five types of questions, each testing a different aspect of critical thinking (conclusions, assumptions, deductions, interpretations, and evaluation of arguments). Free Test More About Watson Glaser testsAbstract Reasoning TestsAbstract Reasoning Tests use charts,
symbols or shapes instead of words or numbers. This includes identifying the underlying logic of a pattern and determining the solution for testing general intelligence and reasoning ability. Take free testLearn more about abstract reasoning testsSpatial Awareness TestsSpatial awareness tests assess
your ability to form mental images and visualize movement or change between them. They are often used in applications for design, engineering, and architecture jobs. For more information about spatial awareness tests, error check tests are an unusual type of aptitude test that focuses on your ability to
identify errors in complex datasets, such as.B codes, or combinations of alphanumeric characters. Learn more about error checking testsTake a free numeric, verbal, and schematic testIf you want to perform numerical, verbal, and schematic reasoning tests, please try the ones listed below, created by
WikiJob in collaboration with psychometric experts, that are closely modeled on real-world tests. The numerical test consists of 10 which must be answered in 10 minutes, while the schematic and verbal tests consist of 5/10 questions that must be answered in 5 minutes (although there is no timer on the
test itself). Our tests are a bit harder than the real thing to make them sufficiently challenging practice. Don't forget to first check the test tips and techniques mentioned later on this page. you take the tests as many times as you like. Click on the Take Test link below to either get started. WikiJob also has
a psychometric test app that is available for both Android and Apple devices and includes 10 numerical tests and 8 verbal tests. The tests include a timer and worked solutions at the end. Chart-driven reasoning tests evaluate your capacity for logical thinking using flowcharts and charts. Try these five
practical questions that are more similar to those used by large employers for college graduates. Questions5Pass Percentage80%Time Limit5 minTake testTest Structure for Aptitude TestsTests are timed and are typically multiple-choice. It's not uncommon for some available answers to be intentionally
misleading, so you need to be careful as you work through. Some tests escalate into trouble as they progress. Typically, these tests are not designed to be completed by candidates. Scores and MarkingYour score refers to an average group. Their suitability, ability, or intelligence has a relative value to
this average result. Typically, an average performance is all it is necessary to pass an aptitude test. Most employers take people's backgroundinto account when labelling. For example, math graduates will have an unfair advantage over art graduates on a numerical test. As a result, most employers only
use these tests as part of the assessment process. Negative MarkingMany suitability tests contain negative marks. This means that for every answer you give incorrectly, a mark is deducted from your total (rather than not scoring). If this is the case, you will usually be informed in advance. In any test that
contains negative marks, you should not guess answers, even if you are under extreme time pressure, as you undo your chances of passing. What exactly is an aptitude test and how should you approach? Learn more in this short video. Aptitude Tests: Preparation and PracticePractice in
AdvanceEvidence suggests that some practices of similar aptitude tests may improve your performance in real-world tests. Practice exam technique and try to familiarize yourself with the types of tests you can face by filling out practical questions. Even basic word and number puzzles can help you get
used to the understanding and arithmetic aspects of some tests. WikiJob recommends that you perform suitability tests before the actual assessment. JobTestPrep offers a wide range of professionally constructed psychometric questions that are designed in the same style as PSL and (the tests that most
graduate employers use to evaluate candidates). Aptitude tests can also be carried out with similar providers such as AssessmentDay.Preparation Before the TestTreat aptitude tests such as an interview: get a good night's sleep, plan your trip to the test site and arrive on time and arrive dressed
accordingly. Listen to the instructions you are given and follow them closely. Before the actual aptitude test itself, you will almost certainly receive practice sessions to try out. Making Make They ask questions when something is unclear at this stage. You usually get some paper to do rough work on. Often
you may be prompted to submit them with the test, but usually they are not part of the assessment. Take the examYou should work quickly and accurately through the test. Don't stick to a specific question: If you have any problems, return to it at the end of the test. You should share your time per question
as accurately as possible – typically between 50 and 90 seconds per question. Remember that the tests are difficult and often you are not expected to answer all the questions. Be especially careful when the suitability test uses a negative mark; if this is not the case, answer as many questions as
possible in due time. Keep in mind that multiple-choice options are often designed to mislead you, with wrong decisions, including frequent mistakes that candidates make. How should you prepare for a psychometric test? Watch this video from JobTestPrep for some insights. Tips for successThese five
tips are worth remembering before you take an aptitude test for real: Treat the test like any other exam Work quickly and accurately through each testWork the maximum time you can spend on each question and adhere to it religiously. You can come back to questions at the end. Never get stuck on a
particular question, even if you think you almost have it. When you go to an assessment center, take a calculator that you understand. If you don't, you'll be forced to use anything they could offer you. Answer as many questions as possible in due time. But be careful against negative marking. WikiJob
recommends that you perform practice tests for better performance during the exam. Our partner JobTestPrep has extensive test tests to try until you have really mastered this type of evaluation. You can also look at this psychometric workbook, which covers numerical, verbal, and spatial reasoning tests
with hundreds of exercise questions. Who are the different test providers? There are many organizations that create aptitude tests, including:SHL. An international company operating in over 50 countries and offering tests in over 30 languages. Kenexa. An IBM company that provides recruitment services
to organizations in a variety of industries. Cubiks. An international recruitment consultancy that offers psychometric tests and runs assessment centres for employers. Talent Q. An organization owned by the Hay Group that provides assessments that can use a single test to a number of different suitability.
Cap. A provider of suitability packages that test analytical, understanding, and technical skills. Need more practice? WikiJob recommends using JobTestPrep's Mockaptude test packages to help you pass:
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